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Kenny World Lease
MEETINGS
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AT 11AM
NO MEETINGS
JULY/AUGUST
NEXT MEETING:
JANUARY 2ND
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As you all know, Kenny World was sold to Green Tree Property Holdings, the company
that owns all the land surrounding our field. A two-year lease agreement was negotiated by
President Ron over several months time in which a section of the property was chiseled out
for club use. Fortunately, it is flying as usual for us Owls. Ron spoke highly of our new
lease holders during the negotiations. It is uncertain when or if our landlords will inhabit
Kenny’s house. Maybe some of the family members or employees can be encouraged to
participate in our hobby.
Kudos to Ron for his diligent work securing our lease.

Rest in Pieces

…by Charles

After many many days and hours by Bob and
Fernando, tweaking every little detail, they had it
tuned up just right! Then it happened. A real
heart breaker! Bob's beautiful blue Hanger 9
Sbach 342 went gopher hunting. A great big
ouch! Dug a deep hole! Sorry Bob and
Fernando. “As always, we'll pick up the pieces,
salvage the good parts, and do it again.”

MEMBER APPECIATION
FUNDAY & SWAPMEET
…from our Prez
“I would like to thank everyone that
attended. We had good weather for what
its worth, but a little on the chilly side
until afternoon. The good news is that we
got some nice donations for the planes and
pieces parts that we had stored at
Fernando's shed. All in all I realized that
there is potential for swapmeet type
events.”

AMA INTRO PILOT
INSTRUCTORS

Santa’s elf was there.
And Snoopy disguised
as the Red Baron
disguised as Fernando?
No grilling this year, but Ron and his wife served up
plenty of food and subs from Winn-Dixie.

